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Key Features

Learn how to aggregate individual machines into a single pool of resources and manage it effectively,●

Deep dive into the major building blocks of CoreOS like etcd, fleet, Kubernetes and Docker,●

Pick up any recipe and start implementing it for your organization and deploy solutions with ease.●

Book Description

CoreOS is a powerful open source linux distribution system to manage your services at a higher level of
abstraction. Projects are designed to be composable and complement each other in order to run container-
ready infrastructure.

If you are aware of the basics of CoreOS and want to start implementing it for your organization, then this
book is for you. We will quickly get you started with configuring, deploying and running your CoreOS on
various platforms. You will learn about service discovery and cluster administration with ETCD. We will
then deep dive into the core functionalities like Kuberenetes Cluster orchestration with features like service
discovery, automatic load-balancing and container replication. It will also teach you how to build your own
container and manage it using Docker and Rkt and Cluster management with Fleet. You will also learn how
to secure and troubleshoot your CoreOS.

By the end of the book you will be able to build scalable, large and quick deployments on various
infrastructure enabling you to manage it with ease.

What you will learn

Build your own containers●

Explore etcd for effective cluster management●

Manage your containers using Docker and Rkt●

Setup and design Kubernetes●

Manage application configuration●

Secure and troubleshoot CoreOS●

About the Author

Seán C McCord has been building clustered and distributed Linux systems commercially since kernel
version 1.3. In 2004, he founded CyCore Systems to build complex, multi-realm systems built on open
platforms for all manner of business. He put his first CoreOS-based cluster in production in early 2014, and
he has been building interesting systems on the platform ever since.
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From reader reviews:

Wilhelmina Kane:

The particular book CoreOS Cookbook has a lot associated with on it. So when you make sure to read this
book you can get a lot of benefit. The book was published by the very famous author. The writer makes
some research previous to write this book. That book very easy to read you may get the point easily after
reading this article book.

David Hernandez:

Does one one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt when you are in the book store? Aim to
pick one book that you find out the inside because don't evaluate book by its cover may doesn't work at this
point is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not because fantastic as in the outside look
likes. Maybe you answer can be CoreOS Cookbook why because the fantastic cover that make you consider
regarding the content will not disappoint an individual. The inside or content is usually fantastic as the
outside as well as cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly show you to pick up this book.

Amy Davis:

The book untitled CoreOS Cookbook contain a lot of information on this. The writer explains your girlfriend
idea with easy method. The language is very clear and understandable all the people, so do certainly not
worry, you can easy to read the idea. The book was authored by famous author. The author brings you in the
new period of literary works. You can read this book because you can keep reading your smart phone, or
model, so you can read the book within anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can wide
open their official web-site in addition to order it. Have a nice learn.

Mary Bradford:

A lot of people said that they feel weary when they reading a reserve. They are directly felt this when they
get a half parts of the book. You can choose the particular book CoreOS Cookbook to make your reading is
interesting. Your own skill of reading ability is developing when you like reading. Try to choose simple book
to make you enjoy to study it and mingle the sensation about book and looking at especially. It is to be 1st
opinion for you to like to start a book and examine it. Beside that the publication CoreOS Cookbook can to
be a newly purchased friend when you're truly feel alone and confuse using what must you're doing of this
time.
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